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EDITORIAL 
 

Another rather late bulletin but thanks to our 
contributors a varied and interesting mix I 
hope for all. This year has not seen sufficient 
spare time to allocate to the bulletin 
production but contributions help 
tremendously.  We have had several past 
items requested for republishing in offshore 
vintage radio magazines which I think 
recognises the high degree of skill, expertise 
and craftsmanship displayed by our members. 
There still appear to be new and inventive 
ways of “fixing old radios” that people come 
up with - a couple of which I hope to have 
room for in the next bulletin. 
This issue contains the cover story of a tribute 
to the Radio Hauraki transmitter technology, 
the final instalment of the Steinite Saga, a 
TradeMe Triode report, the Bell Colt SW 
Special and other bits such as Bryan Marsh’s 
91st birthday. John Walker has his fine 
collection of communications radios for sale 
and there is a brief overview near the end of 
these pages.  On the subject of broadcasting it 
is interesting to note that Norway is to pull its 
traditional FM service from the air in 2017 as 
it is replaced by digital radio.  
Finally it is AGM time Saturday 18 July – a 
nomination form is enclosed and don’t forget 
the competition. Post script – check out the 
flier for the Baker auction events included 
with this issue or www.nzvrs.pl.net/aaa/baker 
Cheers, David 
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The Cover Picture: 
Radio Hauraki’s ship Tiri II - the Pirate 
Radio station of New Zealand in the 1960’s 
broadcast from the Hauraki Gulf (or closer) 
targeting an Auckland audience. One of 
their aims was to challenge state control 
over broadcasting and allow “private” 
operators on land. Their ship operated just 
outside territorial waters which was 3 miles 
from land in those days. The idea of a 
seaboard transmitting site is not without 
considerable technical challenges and the 
item in this bulletin outlines some of these. 



Correspondence Feedback etc. 
 

I read with great interest John Dodgshun's article on the replacement of the meter in the AVO 

MkII valve tester. I may be being over-critical here but is this not overkill? Surely a 100 µA 

movement, readily available, could be shunted to the required 440 µA and then a multiplier 

made to take it to the required 410 ohms. For all that it is an intriguing piece of circuitry and I 

wonder if it is applicable to the replacement of the MkIII meter; 15 µA or the MkIV meter; 

37.5 µA?        Regards, George Newlands. 
 

I was interested in John Dodgshun’s article on the meter replacement for the AVO VCM Mks I 

& II. I intended to repeat my measurement of the meter resistance, but my findings of some 

years ago was that its resistance was 105 Ω Ohms.  

To my mind a far easier answer is to go to the Ham junk sales and find a 100µA meter and use 

a shunt and series resistance to make it read 440 µA full scale deflection (FSD).  

About 20 years ago when Instrument Specialists (Otto Muench) was still going, he did exactly 

this. It so happens that he had some spare movements from AVO Multiminor (pocket size 

AVO), which were 100 µA FSD and they worked perfectly. He fitted these movements into 

two of my overhaul jobs. 

The difficult problem is that the AVO VCM Mks III & IV which have 32 µA movements and 

3250 Ω Ohms resistance. If John can devise a circuit for these movements I am sure that there 

will be members eternally grateful.  I have discussed this matter with George Newlands, 

Gordon Baker and others, all knowledgeable and switched on members, and it appears that 

linearity is going to be the main problem in this case. Regards, Don Beswick 
 

Memories of SOS Radio Ward St. Hamilton   from Tim Sanders 
 

My schoolboy interest in radio and audio started in the 50’s and SOS was the only ‘goto’ place 

for advice, and as limited funds allowed, components. 

I bought parts for all my projects there, starting with crystal sets then one and two valvers. 

Later audio took my fancy and I built several of the designs published in the Australian ‘Radio 

and Hobbies’ magazine. Again SOS supplied the parts, including a Garrard turn table ( not the 

301 but a lesser model ) Rola and later Goodman’s speakers. 

Someone in the organisation obviously kept up with 

overseas developments especially in UK and Australia; 

adapted their popular designs using some NZ 

components like Beacon transformers and made them 

available as a kitset. They had their own designs too. 

My enthusiasm for constantly upgrading and the arrival 

of Stereo, led to my credit account being overstretched 

at times. Fortunately SOS Management shared my 

interests and allowed me to ‘drip feed’ repayment. 

The staff I remember most were, Laurie Bourke and 

Martin Foote. Laurie was also an announcer for 1XH 

radio whose studio was close by. 

The last kitset I bought was for a six transistor superhet 

probably around 1960.  By the later 60’s other suppliers 

were on the scene, and I had a wife and interest in cars 

as well to support so sadly I don’t recall the demise of 

the shop and staff who played a big part in the formative 

years of an ongoing hobby. 

IXH Signage from the Claudlands Bridge Hamilton  



Bryan Marsh  91 
 

From the minutes:  

Brian Marsh is 91 today. Bruce Churcher and 

Ian Sangster gave a summary of Bryan’s life 

and hobbies. Brian’s interests have included 

model aircraft, hydroplanes and DXing. He 

was in the Air force with a period in Fiji 

where he built a model flying boat. He built 

radio controlled yachts and sailed them on 

Lake Taupo. Brian worked for Air New 

Zealand. He was a keen fisherman and had a 

12 foot 6 inch Spencer launch.  2 cakes were 

brought out for Bryan to cut.  
 

From Bruce Churcher: 

The monthly VRS Auckland meeting on the 

20th April was also the 91
st
 birthday of long-

time member, Bryan Marsh. Bryan's early 

hobby of model aircraft (rubber-band 

powered) gave way to the thrills of hydroplane 

racing. This was replaced by shortwave DXing 

using domestic radios, leading to an interest in 

communication receivers, especially the 

famous Eddystone sets. Vintage radio 

collection and restoration was a natural 

progression.  Bryan, a life member joined the 

NZVRS and was the treasurer from 1987 to 

1997.  At 91, Bryan still drives himself to 

meetings when his health permits. He is 

presently assisting the relatives of a deceased estate - creating a list of the radios and related 

material for their dispersal. Bryan has often done this over the years, sometimes taking his 

motor home on site. 

We all wish him a happy birthday and many happy returns!   
 

From Ian Sangster: 

My recollections of Bryan Marsh go back to the late 1960’s or early 1970’s at Air New 

Zealand maintenance base in Auckland.  He must have been introduced to me by Bill Farmer, 

who was my lead hand in the radio workshop there.  Bryan, at that stage was interested in short 

wave dx and vintage broadcast and shortwave radios. He would have been friendly with Bill, 

who was part of the NZ radio manufacturing industry, and an early NZVRS member. 

Bryan had a great enthusiasm in participating in his hobbies, which included outboard 

hydroplane racing, model aircraft, boatbuilding, as well as radio. 

During his time at Air New Zealand, he combined his overseas holidays with the radio interest, 

visiting the U.K. and meeting leading British figures including Gerald Wells. 

I can remember visiting Bryan in Mangere Bridge and seeing his collection of radios. He had 

great energy in restoring sets. A later enthusiasm for Eddystone communications receiver 

collecting would put that to the test. The Eddystone receivers being a challenge to work on -

with their propensity to bury critical components deep within their works. 

Bryan in his role as Membership Secretary for NZVRS (from 1997 – 1987) visited members 

up and down the country, he knew virtually every member. 



Obituary: Roy Denis Densley;  1930 – 5 April 1915 
 

I cannot remember meeting Roy for the first time. All I 
know about him is that he was a sailing member of the latch 
Club in Kiwi Esplanade. I used to see Barbara in the 2nd. 
Hand Trading Shop in the Village.  
They lived at 17 Miro Road around the block from me at 20 
Rimu Road.  He bought an Eddystone communications 
receiver from me in 1986, as he wished to listen to the BBC 
in England.  I had bought this radio in Hawera for $50 in 
November 1991. The receiver was imported into NZ by the 
NZ Broadcasting Services. It was a 15 valve model 680-2A 
about 1960 vintage.   
Roy was interested in Domestic vintage radios and joined 
the NZ Vintage Radio Society in February 1995 when I was 
the Membership Secretary.  He purchased several radios 
mostly in working order as he was not up to servicing but soon learned what not to buy.  He 
bought an Australian model a Bakelite Mullard from me. He must have liked it so much that he 
took it to the UK them brought it back to NZ as well as a favourite vintage Erla 7 valve all 
wave set made in 1935.  When he went to the UK, at Barbara's request in 1997 with a large 
shipping container, it was loaded with a Corolla Station Wagon, various radios including a 
Grandfather Clock Radio plus much of their household items.  
Roy was a Friends Group member of the British Vintage Wireless Society, and went to some 
of the events at the Wireless Museum in Dulwich as well as one of the Garden Parties at 
Harpenden, but this meant travelling all the way from their home in Lowestoft close to the 
North Sea.  On one of my trips to the UK, Betty and I took photos of our visit to the Wireless 
Museum.  We paid a visit to Hemel Hempstead near London where Barbara and Roy stayed 
with his mother before buying a home in Lowestoft.  They seemed very happy there in a lovely 
bungalow near the sea.  Unfortunately Barbara had health problems and moved to the Manor 
Court Rest Home and then when she sadly passed away, Roy had to dispose of his collection.  
The Grandfather Clock Radio went to a museum. Others were sold etc. and the Eddystone was 
sold on E-Bay for £800.  
I still have all their Christmas cards and letters which I will treasure along with heaps of 
memories. Roy used to walk a long way to visit me, later using a mobility scooter.  
Farewell Roy.        Bryan Marsh.  
 

 

Norway To Switch Off Its FM Broadcasting Service in 2017 
Norway is to become the first country in the world to switch off its FM radio signal in 2017. 
The government announced there are 22 national digital radio (DAB) stations broadcasting and 
still space on the digital platform for a further 20. However there are only five national outlets 
broadcasting on FM. NRK, Norway’s public service broadcaster, will switch off its FM service 
before the commercial sector.   
Cost savings: The Norwegian Ministry of Culture estimates that digitising national radio 
output will result in savings of 200 million Norwegian Krone (NZ $38m) a year. “The cost of 
transmitting national radio channels through the FM network is eight times higher than with 
the DAB network” it said. This is partly because DAB transmitters are more power efficient.  
Meanwhile in neighbouring Sweden, the national auditor Margareta Aberg has advised the 
Swedish Ministry of Culture to retain the FM network. The Swedish government is expected to 
make its decision soon. 



Gerry Wells (18 Sept 1929, died 22 Dec 2014) 
 

The collector of vintage radios 

and TVs whose London home 

became the BVWS museum – a 

collection of over 1,300 radio 

and TV sets and associated 

equipment occupying his home, 

a substantial Edwardian house 

in Dulwich, south-east London, 

died aged 85. 

Gerry was a self-confessed 

obsessive whose life was 

dominated by his fascination 

with radio apparatus.  He was 

born in the same Dulwich 

house, the son of an insurance 

clerk. His future obsession with 

things electrical started when 

aged three, he carefully inserted 

a piece of tinfoil into a power 

socket and blew the fuse. 

Electricity, and radio especially, 

then became his overwhelming interest. He led a mischievous childhood exploring bombed 

houses, scavenging for electrical switches, fuse boxes and other bits and pieces. From this he 

graduated to stealing radios from neighbouring flats which he dismantled and hid in the attic; 

but he was found out and sent to a remand home.  

This pattern of behaviour was repeated several times until, at 15, he was sent to an Approved 

School in Lancashire. There his skills found a legitimate outlet as he was soon happily 

employed on electrical tasks, including renovating the local cinema’s projector. It was judged 

that his life of crime was over and he was released on licence.  

With television starting up again after the war and things in short supply, he found his skills in 

great demand. This was a good time to set up a repair business. The Coronation made 1953 a 

particularly busy and profitable year for him as he had designed and manufactured his own 

television sets.  However the demand for small-scale repair work gradually fell away, and in 

the 1960s Wells turned to general electrical contracting. He was never an astute businessman 

and even worse employer, so his business struggled. After a back injury, Gerry brought 

business to an end in 1974.  

He then proceeded to turn his home into a wireless museum. In a very short time it had taken 

over every room in the house, including the attic and spread to a sizeable wooden structure that 

he built in the garden. The collection continued to grow until it became necessary to purchase a 

strip of garden from the house next door for a further building.  

The museum, now a registered charity, is closed at present while a devoted team of helpers 

reorganise it – not least to get some weight off the upper floor before it gives way. It is 

expected to reopen to visitors, but as always by prior arrangement. No doubt the annual 

summer garden party will again take place again this year - at which people will crowd into a 

darkened room to watch BBC television “Interludes” from the early 1950s in glorious black 

and white.  

Gerry Wells is survived by a daughter.    From The Telegraph on-line 



Trade Me Triode 5. 
 

Greetings and salutations to you all, again my friends and 
welcome once more to this scribes periodic report on the 
Internet’s version of Four “E”-motions!!” in one day”, --Trade 
Me.  Yesssir!! —Trade Me — The electronic media in which 
ANYTHING is possible (and quite likely) to happen.   
Ahh yes, Trade Me, that thinly disguised “slaughterhouse” in 
which friends embrace (while legal litigation hovers) like a pair 
of mismatched, predatory vultures, all on one gloriously 
unpredictable stage! Seldom does one encounter, such dramatic ,random and magnetic “fields” 
of change as here and yet, in this very same Passion Play, we encounter such predictability 
from some vultures, that it quite causes the winds upon which they soar, to be expelled loudly 
from one’s body (as a sigh, of course dear reader! ) Yes, at “The Flick of a switch” (apologies 
to Mr McMahon!) all in one cuppa tea-filled afternoon, you can “drink it all in” folks:  Are you 
sitting comfortably Martha? —cat on your lap? —Pipe filled and fire blazing Algernon? —
Good!! Then come with me once more, as we mentally wander (wonder?) along these 
intertwining lanes of Larceny and Love, these Groves of Graciousness and Greed and the 
streets of Sweetness and Sin in this microcosm of human behaviour, “Vintage Radio on Trade 
Me”. 
In recent times, we have begged the “riveting” question, “Just HOW MANY Philips 2510 ‘tin 
boxes’ can we see in the course of two or three short months on Trade Me? 
Possible Answers?—MANY /Too many /Who cares?/ I haven’t bothered to count them all. 
(delete one answer only please!). This time folks, it’s the turn of the “mighty” (and I’m talking 
kilograms not necessarily class) the laudered, Ekco SW86. 
And now—The Magic Show time!!  (When is a Brown Ekco, Black? and can it ever be 
brought back from black?)    “Chocks away”!! —another spiffing-ly fine example dear boy”, 
of “slight of hand” arises, where a Brown Ekco SW86, (declared honestly by its vendor to be 
an over-paint in “lustrous black”) and carrying a tiny $1.00 reserve, is purchased cheaply (for 
$65) and immediately offered back up on Trade Me by the purchaser, unaltered, (resplendent 
still, in its PINK grille –cloth and ‘blotchy’ black, over-painted state) — for mere $200!!! 
Ouch!-was that a knife quietly entering our backs I ask? Without explanation, a confusing 
second picture, of a completely different Brown Ekco, in lovely condition, is posted alongside 
the “Blotchy Black”, leading one viewer to ask “Which one is for sale? photos 1 & 2 are 
different.” In response viewers are told that – (quote) “pic no.2 is as it will look, after you 
scratch off paint. Comes off very easy too ...ok.-.simple!.. then wipe with some bees wax ...look 
amazing.”    When you SCRATCH off the paint?? (WHAT WITH?? —a paint scraper?) Are 
we really, REALLY, THAT gullible folks??? —I ask you! And-- without a solitary bid (No 
kidding!) the vendor withdraws the item before the end of the auction. Amazing what the 
power of embarrassment will do, isn’t it!  Soooo…. if its “simple” to “scratch off” and the 
asking price suddenly becomes $200, then, ahhhh —why hadn’t the cleaning been done? and 
what miraculously had been done to add an immediate $135 to its value? For the Answer to 
both questions, dear people, we are met with “the sounds of silence” (apologies to Simon and 
Garfunkel). Another viewer, upon asking a quite legitimate question “Your quote for shipping 
of $15 sounds awfully cheap, How come?” is met with the following — “Want to buy it?”  
Enough said. 
Two other Ekcos (both Black in colour) also made the Trade Me Tracks in recent times –
selling for $114 and $180 respectively. 
Interestingly, several modern, Radio collector books, have been scoooooped-up alongside the 
main T/Me track in recent times with notable gems being: “Radio Days” (the definitive guide 



to Aussies only radio claim to fame - their bakelite offerings!!) a stunningly photographed 
book, selling for $123. Next, a re-listed classic and what surely must be the UK’s most 
definitive radio collector’s reference book, Jonathan Hill’s superb “Radio Radio!”(signed, and 
selling for $130). Nice work, both buyers! 
Another book, “Decoradio” (the most beautiful radios ever made), featuring one of Spartons 
(Mirror?) radios on the cover and authored by one of the two writers of “Radio Days”—was 
offered (out of Australia) for about NZ$110 (but no takers). 
Classics on Trade Me” 

An Atwater Kent “Chest Domed Mantel”/ “Breadloaf” Model 708 from 1933, made its 
presence felt (540 watcher “hits”!) recently,  when two bidders went toe to toe/head to head. 
This beautifully presented, US classic in superb original condition, fetched (for what must have 
been a very pleased vendor) the well-justified sum of $400. 
From The Triodes’ “—Troubble’ at’ Mill” Dept. 

A 1936/37 AWA Fisk “Radiolette”—“Yessirree Radio Fans”—this fella, MR RARE, The so-
called “Fret and Foot” Bakelite table model, in Shiny Black, with “bodgie-socks” Green—A 
CRACKED cabinet with a CHUNK out of it!!—Arrgh!! ( the “chunk” had been retained)—but 
Oh!!!—was there some “Horse hair-flying” OR WHAT! on this one!! Did I recognise a bunch 
of “Sour Grapes” trackside?- at the presence of an Aussie challenger in this (largely) three 
(Kiwi) horse race!   With thundering hooves and ‘mud’, Horsey “Doo Doo” and accusations 
flying, a trackside watcher and the sole Aussie bidder tore out of the stalls--- and went right at 
it! –  Past Trade Me Race Track misdemeanours and “Troubles at Mill”- type accusations 
ensued—these were countered and grizzled about, regarding how on earth the Aussie in the 
race could bid, if the “Horse Poo” was “pick up only” and as an opening gambit, the vendor is 
cautioned by the watcher (from the sanctuary of his binoculars!). The race continued, the 
Aussie “jockey” stating that He: “has a friend who will collect the radio for me in 
Christchurch” (“Oh my goodness, I wonder who that could possibly be”? a friend beside me 
uttered!!) (We didn’t have long to wait!). Private revelations of sad family passings from one 
side and “Done and Dusted Deals” from the other, flew like blades of crass (sorry!-Grass) 
amid the hooves, both parties showing superb public and mutual “respect”) (Yeah, RIGHT!) -
Dear Sirs????? Please!!—‘Done and dusted Deals?!?!” -That’s risky kind of narrative to utter 
at any trackside my friends!  In the (blessed) end —The Aussie jockey, “Yeah- Nah” on “Part 
Geco” having shrugged off the challenge from non-jockey  “Nosey Parker” (out of “Whinger”) 
by 20 lengths, thundered (as he was always going to--) past the post. Silly, but entertainment 
plus dear Punters!! 
“Radion-ence” 

Three nice Collier and Beale manufactured Radions –including one, a table model “Daventry” 
using a model 6AW chassis, (6valve) that was in an identical cabinet to the often-seen, Model 
7AW, (7 valve) chassis, Radion “Daventry”. This one sported a huge brass escutcheon, and 
while, as aforesaid, it was in the same cabinet as its 1936 “stablemate”—it was pure Radion, 
“Isomatic” Daventry and it took on an altogether more striking appearance, befitting its rarity. 
Well, as they say folks, it’s all in the fine print and there (in the aforesaid fine print) in an 
advert on page 46 of the legendary John Stokes’s “The Golden Age of radio in the Home”, was 
the evidence that indeed showed that two “Daventrys” were produced and sold in the NZ: 
Distributors, Todd Motors, mid-1930’s radio showroom. This fine 6 valve wireless, 
(Recommended by the NZ Shortwave Club no less!) was all yours for Twenty Three Pounds 
ten shillings ($47 then, $2600 equivalent now Ed!) All this, just as King Edward abdicated the 
throne of England and eloped with Wallace Simpson in 1936. (“Wallace” was an American 
LADY in case some of you thought your scribe was “Avin’ a larf”.) 
 
 



Jewellery. 

A Gulbransen “Little Jewell”----Yes! (Now C’mon!—don’t go “Yawn!!” on me folks). The 
very one that US buyers know under its U.S. Westinghouse branding —and go “Gah Gah!” 
over, when offered in its All Gold livery! This one —not the colour- version usually seen here, 
in a Brown case, (Did you know there’s even a Green cased one?) but this one, the much rarer 
and seldom seen in NZ, Maroon and Gold-cased variety. Also marketed under the Cromwell 
branding, these little treasures are quite often seen minus their carry-handle. Not so for this 
one, which looked 100% original. Attracting a healthy 121 Watcher “Hits”, just two bidders 
“pulled the trigger” and out against a tiny $40 reserve —one lucky bidder took this “Little 
Jewel” home for a meagre $52.50. GREAT BUYING Sir! 
From The Triodes’ “Swooping Birds” Dept 

Oh Yes!—A Rare Bird here folks! Sometimes it really does pay to look beyond the scratched 
cabinets and dirty chassis of radios on offer in the rarefied air of “Planet Trade Me” and take 
the time to catch a breath and marvel at what gems —recognised as rare even in their countries 
of origin, not only made it to NZ in what were undoubtedly, small numbers, but indeed, have 
survived to this day.   Our “Rare Bird” is a 1930 Eagle. A 5 valve, Screen Grid, TRF Chassis, 
housed in the identical cabinet to the equally rare, 1930 Model 3 Plymouth, the outwards-
sloping sides “Moderne” cabinet. Both brands of radios were produced in Los Angeles under 
the sanction of Gilfillan Bros Inc and their status as RCA’s watchdogs, ruthlessly protecting 
the Hazletine (Superheterodyne) and La Tour patent licensing arrangements out on Americas 
West Coast. The Plymouth and the Eagle brands were both produced in tiny “factories” (refer 
photo) and in those hard times of the 1930’s, both exported to this country, all to make another 
“buck”. Swooping in on its “unsuspecting” NZ prey, this Eagle attracted strong bidding 
between two punters, with the bidding (and pecking order) soaring to a very respectable $280, 
a sum well-justified, given its genuine rarity. Well Done all concerned! 
 

 
The Plymouth “Factory” in FULL SWING. Los Angeles. 1930. 

 



The Ultimate, Ultimate?   

Finally, dear readers, another Jewel, but this one, of 
ALL- local manufacture, with no hint of 
“Gulbransen-ism” about it!! Here on the “hallowed” 
Trade Me Turf, we see quite a number of these 
1933/34 Ultimate Table models, which are clearly 
defined by their wonderful, Arc-Dialled, embossed 
brass escutcheons, upon which, on the Map of the 
World there-on, the words, “British Construction”, 
are proudly flaunted. A pity indeed, Radio Ltd, that 
you showed only Australia as a part of the British 
Construction in their colonial territory on the 
escutcheons’ map (also the central globe of the 
Ultimate badge shown opposite. Ed) — but 
dreadfully, dreadfully, Sorry Sirs, (for a NZ Radio 
“concern”) you omitted to place NZ on the map at 
all!!) — Oh Dear, Never mind, though I’ll wager 
many of the public DID mind, in this strongly 
British, sentimental climate back in those 
impoverished, (loyal to King or Queen) times. The 
Triode wouldn’t put it QUITE as strongly as one 
observant watcher was pre-disposed to comment, 
when he stated that this “Be British, Buy British” or 
“Where England  stands –WE stand” sentiment —
was “the same rhetorical”, “heavily romanticised 
dribble” that sent our 16/18 year olds “over the top” 
at Gallipoli”) —He DID apologise! (“Tut, Tut” Sir!!) —but it’s hard to argue with that.    
 
This wireless was indeed a Rare one —one that 
would have been, truly, top of Ultimate’s mid 1930’s 
line, this is a model 9L a 9 valve table model (b/c 
only), with very similar cabinet characteristics to 
those that housed the 1932 chassis 7L and also the 
1933/34 chassis model 9LAW (Empire cabinet) 
which is not only rare today — but IN it’s day 
(1934) would’ve been “Braggers Rights” IN 
TRUMPS to own such a beast! One lucky bidder 
kept periscope below the wave-tops until near the 
“gong” and took it home for the bargain price of 
$151!! Nice! 
 
Well, I must go and finish the “mucking-out” of the 
stables here, after such an er, “Messy” time on the 
Trade Me racetrack this issue. Enough “stuff” flying 
to last us all until the next time, (when in all 
likelihood, IT’LL be flying all over again!) 
Until then –“Keep those Triodes Warm Folks”! 
TTFN. 

      Ultimate’s Model 9L a 9 Valve BC model. 

 
 

Ultimate’s logo badge used 

on all-wave models 1931-33 

 



Hauraki’s  Pirate  Radio  Transmission 
By Peter McQuarrie and Ross Jowitt 

 
The human interest story of Radio Hauraki has been told in a number of TV documentaries, 
radio programs and books. But until now very little has been written about the technical 
aspects of the pirate radio station and some of the information which has been given is 
incorrect. For example, we are told that the Radio Hauraki transmitter was built from a VLF 
transmitter that had seen service on a US Navy submarine in WWII and that it had an output 
power of 500 Watts. But as we will show here, all of those things are incorrect. We will 
describe the transmitting equipment, its history, and give some of its technical specifications. 
The story does involve a Navy transmitter and that’s where we will begin. 
 
US Navy TBL Transmitters 

The TBL series was a US Navy design, manufactured by Westinghouse Electric for installation 
on submarines, cruisers and other ships requiring a medium-power transmitter. The TBL 
transmitters were constructed so as to be easily disassembled into three units, each small 
enough for easy passage through small openings into ships or submarines. All units could fit 
through a hatch opening of 25 by 20 inches. There were several different versions of the TBL, 
designed primarily for ship-board installations and also available with power supply modules 
suitable for shore stations. The basic performance specifications were identical for all models; 
the differences were with the auxiliary units such as power supplies, remote control units, 
speech amplifiers etc. All TBL’s had two frequency bands, a LF/MF band of 175 – 600 kHz 
and an HF band of 2 – 18 MHz. There was no VLF band. The maximum output power was 200 
Watts (CW), 100 Watts (MCW) and 50 Watts (AM), not 500 Watts as sometimes stated. 
 
Radio Hauraki’s TBL Transmitter 

The TBL used by Radio Hauraki as a basis for building their transmitter was a TBL-13 (Serial 
No: 2201). It was purchased from a surplus military equipment supplier in Ellerslie, for 
approximately 100 pounds ($200). The suffix 13 meant that it was suitable for British ships 
with 440 volt AC or 230 volt DC power and was supplied to America’s British allies under a 
lend-lease arrangement. This could explain how it arrived in New Zealand. It seems unlikely 
that it was ever installed in a US submarine. During WWII, TBL-4 and TBL-5 transmitters 
were commonly installed on American vessels. In New Zealand the TBL-13 could have been 
used on a ship or at a shore station, or perhaps in aviation communications. It is also possible 
that it saw service as a MW NDB navigation beacon. 
 
To say that Radio Hauraki modified a TBL to make it into a broadcast transmitter would be a 
gross understatement. Hauraki’s director of engineering, Denis (Doc) O’Callahan, designed a 
completely new transmitter. Denis had started his career as a trainee engineer with the 
Electricity Department. He was an amateur radio operator with a real interest in radio and 
electronics and had moved to a job with Plessey, manufacturing radio transceivers. He built the 
new transmitter into the aluminium frame of the old TBL. Some of the TBL was salvaged and 
reused but most was discarded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 TLB-13  Hauraki Tx 
 

Power Output 

 
 50 Watts  1750 Watts 

 

Frequency Bands 

 
 LW, MW, SW  MW 

Frequency Range  
175 – 600 kHz 

2 – 18 MHz 
 530 – 1600 kHz 

AM Modulation  
Only with external 

Modulation unit 
 

Internal modulation 
circuits 

Power Supply  
External 

motor-generator 
 

Internal P.S.U. 
415v 3phase AC Mains 

 

P.A. Cooling 

 
 Air convection  Forced air 

Valve Types Used  803, 860  
833A, 4-125A, 6146, 

6CG7, 2E26 
 

Comparison of the TBL-13 and Hauraki Transmitter 
 

 



 

The Transmitter that Radio Hauraki Built 
 

The original RF power amplifier which had used two 803 valves and produced 50 Watts was 
replaced with something much more powerful. Two parallel 833A power triodes in class C 
mode were used to produce a maximum carrier output of 2 kilowatts (usually run at 1.75kW by 
Radio Hauraki). To achieve this output the PA valves needed forced-air cooling and so suitable 
blowers with air ducting were installed. The TBL had been powered by a motor-generator that 
produced 2000 volts H.T. This was abandoned and a new 3-phase mains power supply, 
providing 3000 volts, was made. This used all solid-state rectifier diodes and suitable filter 
circuits. To apply adequate RF drive to the PA valves a 4-125A power tetrode valve was used. 
The variable capacitor in the antenna coupling and tuning circuit had been intended for the 
lower power of the original transmitter and tended to ‘arc-over’ on peak modulation. This 
occurred frequently when the song ‘Mellow Yellow’ by Donovan was played. A new capacitor 
was constructed with a larger air-gap between the plates.  
 

 
 

 

 

Simplified diagram of the High Voltage 

supply 
 
 



 

Block Diagram of the Hauraki Transmitter above 
 
 

 

Simplified Diagram of Modulator & RF Power Amplifier 
 
The original modulator had been an external speech amplifier unit driving a modulation 
transformer inside the transmitter. This transformer had modulated the carrier by varying a 
negative bias voltage applied to the suppressor grids of the PA valves. A completely new 
modulator was designed and constructed. For this another two 833A valves were used in class 
B, push-pull, driving a new modulation transformer made by the Auckland Transformer 
Company. 
A new audio driver board was made for the new modulation system with two 6146 valves used 
as push-pull drivers. An audio level compression circuit was included to raise the average 
modulation level. This had the effect of improving the average signal/noise ratio of the 
received signal. A commercially made, Altec 436C compression amplifier was used. This 
provided automatic level control which had adjustable compression over a range from zero to 



30dB. Apparently Radio Hauraki was the first broadcaster in New Zealand to use audio 
compression, the down-side of which was audio distortion if too much compression was 
applied. And at times listeners did notice distortion of Hauraki’s modulation. 
 

 
 
One part of the original transmitter that was retained was the master oscillator (MO) VFO. 
This was a Colpitts oscillator with a variable inductor of the variometer type. The VFO was 
housed in a temperature-controlled box with vibration-proof mountings. Hauraki had decided 
on the frequency of 1480kHz for its transmission and so the frequency range of the VFO had to 
be extended to cover this. The frequency of 1480kHz had been decided on as it was higher 
than all known Australian and NZ broadcast stations and so could not cause interference to 
existing stations. One reason the VFO facility was kept instead of using a crystal-controlled 
oscillator, was because they were afraid that the NZ authorities might try to jam their signal 
and they needed to be able to change frequency. However, jamming never occurred and later 
the oscillator was converted to crystal control. 
Eight of the original meters on the front panel were retained; these were for monitoring 
antenna current, PA anode current, PA grid current and 1st and 2nd buffer stages anode 
current. A further group of three meters near the bottom of the cabinet were moved higher up 
to make room for the new power supply. These meters were for PA anode volts, filament volts 
and MO anode volts. A number of high-voltage capacitors and rf chokes were also salvaged 
from the original transmitter and reused. 
 

The new transmitter was built in secret at the Hauraki premises in Anzac Avenue and tested in 
the basement of a house in Mt. Eden. 
 



Antenna System 

A vertical radiator, one-quarter 
wavelength or longer, is required 
for groundwave propagation for 
MW broadcasting. The small 
size of the ship, M.V. Tiri, was a 
constraint in constructing an 
antenna large enough but a good 
result was achieved by using a 
30 metre tall section of lattice 
mast, topped with a further 10 
metres of telescopic whip. This 
came close to a quarter 
wavelength at the selected 
frequency of 1480kHz. 
Spreaders were fitted at the top 
of the lattice section which 
allowed for some “capacity top” 
to be added to increase the 
electrical length of the antenna 
system. Some series inductance 
was also added, as base loading. 
 

A vertical antenna of this length 
has a radiation resistance which 
is large compared with the losses 
in the system and so an 
acceptable antenna efficiency 
was obtained. Losses are caused 
by the resistive losses in the 
feeder cable, the antenna 
coupling coils and capacitors, 
the antenna, and the earth 
electrode. Both the Tiri and the 
Tiri II were wooden hulled ships 
so they could not take advantage 
of metal hulls which provide a 
large surface area with low 
resistance contact to the sea, a 
high degree of capacitive 
coupling and involve a large 
volume of seawater around the 
ship. This would have 
minimized the voltage gradients 
produced by the earth currents 
flowing near the ship. Radio 
Hauraki used a wire earth 
electrode over the side into the sea. It is estimated that the overall efficiency of the antenna 
system was around 60%.       
 

Above rear view of the  transmitter being 

loaded into Tiri II 



 

At times the antenna was blown over during storms; it was completely destroyed at least once 
and needed to be rebuilt. So its configuration changed slightly over time. To produce, install 
and maintain such an antenna on a small ship was really quite an achievement under the 
circumstances.  
 
Coverage Area 

The target coverage area was primarily Auckland City and suburbs and then the greater 
surrounding area. The main portion of the transmission path was therefore over seawater of the 
Hauraki Gulf and Auckland Harbour. The requirement was for groundwave propagation but of 
course at night there was also skywave produced, which sometimes took the signal over much 
greater distances. In the 1960’s, Radio Hauraki technicians did not have access to instruments 
which could accurately measure radiated power or field strengths. Favourable reception reports 
kept them informed about the strength of their transmission.  
 
We can however make some estimates using international standards for calculating 
groundwave field strengths (Rec. ITU-R P.368-7). 
The minimum usable field strength standard for MF broadcast service in New Zealand is 
66dBuV/m (day) and 74dBuV/m (night). If we accept that the radiated power from the Tiri’s 
antenna was 1kW at 1480kHz (60% of 1.75kW), this would have produced a daytime coverage 
area over seawater within a circle of 120km radius around the ship. For the higher nighttime 
requirement of 74dBuV/m the radius would have been 55km. 
The distance between the Tiri and downtown Auckland was 75km, where the received signal 
would have been 4dB higher than the minimum requirement. So although there would have 
been good signal strength for day coverage over much of the greater Auckland area, there was 
little excess signal to provide a fading margin. (For those listening on car radios there was not 
enough signal strength to overcome the high level of noise interference when driving beneath 
trolley bus wires). The path over seawater extended down into the Firth of Thames, bringing 
reasonably strong groundwave signal on to the Hauraki Plains.  
 
The signal would have been quite a bit below the standard strength for good night time 
reception even in Auckland, but how well it was actually received at night would have 
depended on the receiving location and the degree to which the groundwave was affected by 
interfering skywaves, from Radio Hauraki’s own transmission and from other transmitters. 
Good reports of skywave reception were sent in from listeners in the South Island. 
 
Overall it was a valiant effort by Radio Hauraki. With NZ government bureaucrats against 
them and with limited resources available to them, they devised and constructed a transmission 
system that met their objectives. The transmitter was valve equipment operating on high 
voltages in a marine atmosphere, yet it worked well and was fairly reliable. Even after the Tiri 
sank and the transmitter was submerged in seawater, it was recovered and repaired and put 
back into service on Tiri II. 
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The Wigram Key 
 

Around 1941 the RNZAF were 

experiencing shortages in many 

areas. Prior to WWII most 

telegraphy equipment had been 

imported from England. The 

standard Post Office key made by 

Elliott Bros appears to have been 

the most commonly used. To 

overcome the shortage, trainees in 

the E&W School made Morse keys 

as their Trade Test Pieces and 

these keys have become known as 

the Wigram Key.   The base of the 

key is made from folded sheet 

metal and the arm is made from steel.  One key was used as a presentation piece and is on 

display in the RNZAF “Air Force World” Museum at Wigram, Christchurch.  The inscription 

reads "Handmade in E&W School Wigram 1941, Presented by F/S Riccalton S.H. Wireless 

Operator Wigram 1940/1944".  I’ve spoken with Flight Sergeant Riccalton’s son who said his 

father was probably not the maker of the key, but most likely used it during his four years as a 

wireless operator at Wigram. F/S Riccalton served in both World Wars, in WW1 he was a 

telegraphy operator aboard British Royal Navy submarines. I am hoping that one-day an 

RNZAF archivist will come across the plans for these keys.  By hunting around radio junk 

sales, antique shops and the like, I have found four examples of the Wigram key. They are all 

built to the same specification, but with a wide variety of craftsmanship. The base is made 

from folded steel sheet with the joins at each corner being brazed. The terminal blocks and 

trunnion assembly are made of brass and sit on bakelite insulators. In three of the keys, the 

pivot assembly consists of a pair of ¼” BSF steel screws, turned to a point, which sit in cone 

shaped recesses in a short brass rod, which in turn is pinned to the main arm. As can be seen 

from the photograph above, the key in the museum has a conventional pivot pin and all 

metalwork has been nickel-plated. The terminal binding posts are 2BA.  On three examples, 

the knobs are turned bakelite which has been drilled through the centre and fastened to the 

main arm by a 2” x 6BA nut and bolt, the head of the bolt being recessed into the knob and the 

nut being a press-fit in the arm of the key.  The other example has a knob made from Tufnol. 

You could hardly call this a pretty key, but when correctly adjusted it has a good action.   

Three of the keys that I’ve seen 

have the bases painted Japan black 

lacquer; whilst the other has a grey 

base. An interesting feature is that 

each key has been stamped on the 

right hand side of the arm. One is 

stamped OIS or OTS, another is 

stamped J.22 and a third K17. I am 

hoping that someone reading this 

article is able to shed light on the 

meanings of these marks.   

If any reader has any further 

information about the “Wigram Key” I would like to hear from you.  

Thanks, David Smith, 23 Toop Street, Havelock North. Email: davidhsmith.email@gmail .com 



The Steinite Saga – the Workshop Stayover   by Gerry Billman 
 

The Steinite 102 console that arrived in my workshop was the radio that Mark purchased. The 

radio appeared to be more or less complete however due to an unfortunate accident was minus 

one of the 81 rectifier valves. One of the pair of 250 output valves was missing; however the 

other one was still plugged in to the correct socket. 

Removing the large chassis was fairly straightforward - once I realised that the board it was 

sitting on could be completely removed with the chassis still attached. The wiring loom 

connecting the main chassis was disconnected from the power supply chassis and both were 

inspected to determine what repairs were needed. 

 

At this stage it was easy to 

see that there had been an 

earlier attempt to get this 

radio working. There were 

lots of disconnected wires 

hanging loose and several 

odd looking capacitors from 

a later era installed during a 

previous repair attempt. The 

first inter stage transformer 

had been replaced with one 

from a battery type radio. 

The output tubes driver 

transformer had been 

replaced with a very rough 



looking one from a much more modern radio and the cans that originally enclosed both these 

transformers were missing. Obviously new transformers would have to wound and then to 

preserve the appearance of the chassis new cans made that matched the originals.  

 

The three RF valves were mounted on a sub chassis and it was again obvious that repairs had 

been attempted here as well. Removing this sub chassis would have meant disconnecting all  

 

the connections to the three valve sockets and to the tuning gang. There is only one bypass 

capacitor in this sub chassis. It is inside a can that is bolted to the sub chassis - meaning that to 

replace it the sub chassis had to be removed from the set. Fortunately the can housing this cap 

was missing and so the replacement cap was soldered to the exposed wiring and to the chassis.  

 

At this stage I decided that the time required to do the extensive restoration required to get this 

radio working again was not practical, so the huge console cabinet was tidied and the set was 

returned to its owner. Up to this stage I only had a circuit for this Steinite. Then a week or two 

later Mark arrived with a thirty five page workshop manual for this set that had been sent to 

him by a fellow collector in the USA. This manual covered in great detail all the wiring in this 

set.  

 

Having a copy of the detailed service manual now made the restoration of this set practical 

however I still suspected the repairs were going to be a huge undertaking. Mark then returned 

the set complete with the cabinet, back to the workshop.  

Obviously the first job was to get the power supply working. Fortunately the power 

transformer and filter choke were OK. Most of the filter, bypass and coupling capacitors were 



housed in a large can on the power supply chassis so this was dismantled and new caps fitted. 

Fortunately the old capacitors were easy to remove. I constructed a simple mount for all the 

new caps and attached colour coded leads to each so that I knew which wire went where once 

the can was bolted back in place. When the wiring was tidied up and the two half wave 

rectifier tubes fitted the voltages were checked and everything appeared to be working 

correctly. 

The next step in the repair involved checking all the wiring in the RF chassis including the 

loom that connected the two chassis. Sorting out all the remaining loose wiring took some time 

however eventually everything was back neatly in place. 

 

 
 
I had already decided that the inter stage transformers would have to be replaced. Both of the 

cans that housed these transformers were missing so new ones were made from sheet metal and 

painted to match the chassis paint. No data was available for the construction of the Inter- stage 



transformers however these usually have a three or four to one turns ratio.  I wound the first 

one with nine thousand turns on one winding and three thousand on the other after I calculated 

that these were the most turns of the selected gauge of wire I could get on the small bobbin that 

would fit in the replacement can. The driver transformer for the output valves was wound with 

the same turns but with an added centre tap for the earth connection.  These were installed on 

the chassis with the grid connections kept as short as possible.  

 

 
 

The wiring loom from the power supply chassis and the speaker were connected and power 

applied so that all the voltages could be checked. Everything appeared to be correct so all the 

remaining valves were tested then with the power off they were installed and the voltage 

brought up slowly on the variac. No problems here - so a short antenna was attached and 

stations were heard at good volume right across the dial. 

 

As usual the set was tested as a workshop radio where it performed well until the day it just 

stopped working. Once again the chassis was removed from the cabinet and this time sadly an 

open RF coil primary winding was found infected with green wire rot. The coil was removed 

and dismantled so that a new winding could be wound on the former. It was a delicate repair 

job but was worth the effort. When the coil was fitted back in the chassis, the set once again 

performed very well.  This extensive restoration took many hours of work so it was great to 



hear this grand old radio back in working order.  Now it heads off home for Mark to arrange 

the final checking and testing before it joins his collection of vintage radios. 

 

 
Above dreaded wire rot arrowed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steinite speaker  
 



Steinite 102 Circuits of power supply above and RF/AF Sections below 



Bell Colt Short Wave Special   By Bruce Churcher 
 

 
 

The purchase of a group of three mantle radios as a "job lot" from the local internet auction site 

produced a surprise. What appeared to be the common Bell Colt proved to have an extra knob 

on the chassis back??... and then a closer inspection of the dial revealed Short Wave 

frequencies on the left hand side and Broadcast on the right. The middle knob proved to be the 

bandswitch. 

Our library circuit files show a Dual Wave Colt by Fountain Manufacturing; also model 5D5 

by Bell. The latter circuit is very close to this chassis. The tone control pot is in series with the 

5nF cap from the EL84 anode and chassis. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

In MGAR, page 100, John 

Stokes has a sales brochure of 

Bell products from 1960. There 

are two Short Wave models 

displayed - the Planet, believed 

to be with an oak wood cabinet, 

and the Explorer in the plastic 

Colt style cabinet. From price 

lists by Bell, the Planet was 

model 5D5 and the Explorer 

5W5. The chassis are 

interchangeable so confusion is 

possible! 

 

 

 

 

 

Dual Band dial right 

and under chassis view 

below. 
 

 



 



ZL3IB’s Communication Set 

Collection  For Sale 
 

Circuits and service info included for most sets. 
 

 
Collins R390A. 1950-54.  0.5 – 32 MHz, 

double/triple  conversion, 32 valves.  16 

kHz mech filter faulty so by-passed. 
 

 
Bendix RA-1B (aircraft radio). 6 bands 8 

valves, Uses external PSU. 
 

 
Eddystone 640. 1947, 1.7-30 MHz, 8 valves. 

 

 
Eddystone 680-X. 1951-61. ex Civil Aviation. 

 

 

 
Eddystone 840A. 4 bands, 7 valves. AC only, 

 

 
Hagunuk UE-12 (marine radio). 11 bands, 95 

kHz -28 MHz, double conversion on HF, 10 

valves, large drum dial, AC/DC 110-240V. 
 

 
Hammarlund HQ-145X. 1960-65. double 

conversion, 11 valves, 0.45 – 30 MHz. 
 

 
JRC NMR-1015 (marine radio). Uses external 

PSU. 



 
Lafayette HA600A. 1970, all transistor, 

matching HA-50 loudspeaker also 

available 
 

 
Marconi CR100/B28.  6 bands, 11 valves. 

 

 
Meissner Traffic  Master. 1938-43. 14 

valves. Very rare in NZ. 

 

 
Q-Max Q5/10. UK-made, ham bands only. 

Not working. 

 

 RCA, AR-77. 1940-41. 10 valves 
 

 

 Hallicrafter Sets 
 

 
S-20R Sky Champion. 1939-45. 4 bands, 9 

valves. 
 

S-24 Skyrider Defiant. 1939-43. 9 valves, 

4 bands. 
 

 
SX-25 Super Defiant. 1940-46. 4 bands, 

12 valves 
 



 
S-28 Super Skyrider. 19440-43. 6 bands, 

15 valves 
 

 
S-38 1946. Power supply modified to 

230V AC only. 
 

 
S-40. 1947-49. 4 bands, 9 valves. No 

longer original coils etc. 
 

 
S46 Loudspeaker cabinet 

 

 

Contact John Walker ZL3IB, 

Tel: 03-3489 084 or email 

<john.zl3ib@ihug.co.nz>. 

 
S-72 1949-51. 8 valves, Originally 

AC/DC/battery (modified, no case). 
 

 
SX-99. 1954-58. 4 bands, 8 valves 

 

 
SX-100.1955-61. 4 bands, 14 valves, 

double conversion. 
 

 
SX-101. 1956-58. 7 ham  bands, 15 

valves. Double conversion. 
 

 
SX -140. 1960-63. 6 ham bands, 5 valves 

 



MARKETPLACE 
Advertisements for the next bulletin should 
reach the editor by the 15

th
 of the prior month. 

These must be neatly hand printed, typed or 
printed on a separate page, posted to the 
NZVRS (for details see page 2) or emailed to 

nzvrs@pl.net   
Please - no verbal or telephoned adverts, also 
don’t forget to include some contact details; eg 
postal, telephone & email if applicable. There is 
no charge for members’ adverts but please 
remember that the NZVRS is not responsible 
for any transactions between members. 
 

AVAILABLE 
 

Valve Cartons – plain white flat packs 
• Small size $12 per 100 
• GT size $12 per 100 
• Medium size $15 per 100 
• Large size $25 per 100 

NZ & Oz supplied, contact Paul for post and 
package charges per order. 
Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West, 
Christchurch 8023.  
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0236 1748 
Email: paulburt444@gmail.com  
 

Society Sales: 
NZVRS supplied CAPACITORS for sale to 
NZVRS NZ members only please order via 
Bryan Powell, 279 Spur Road, RD3, Silverdale  
0993.   
Tel: 09 - 44 22 514 or 029 415 5119  
Email, . bapowell@xtra.co.nz   
 

Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF): 
0.001 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.002 630 volts  50 cents each 
0.005 630 volts  50 cents each 
0.01 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.022 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.033 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.05 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.068 630 volts  50 cents each 
0.1 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.22 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.33 630 Volts 50 cents each 
1 µF 400 Volts $1.00 each 

Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial 
10 µF  450 Volts $1.50 each 
10 µF 600 Volts $3.00 each 
20 µF 450 Volts $2.00 each 
40 µF 450 Volts $3.00 each 
47 µF 450 Volts $3.50 each 
100 µF 450 Volts $5.00 each 
 

Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)  
MES & Bayonet   50c each 
 

Extra specials while stocks last: 
Box of 10, globular 12volt, 250mA MES 
lamps at $2 per box. Limited supply – only 
one box per order please. 
 

For all orders please add $3.50 for P&P. 
---------------------------------------------------- 

 
 

Power plugs (Tilley white plastic type 
with unprotected brass pins as pictured 
above) available at 50 cents each plus $4 
post and package per set of 4 (ie $6 for set 
of 4, posted to an NZ address).   
 

KTW62 valves (actually VR100 10E/278 
or 6U7 GT, CV1100) NOS $1 each 
collected club nights or $15 for packs of 5 
P&P inclusive. Quantity limited and may 
be rationed per member.  
Contact the NZVRS Secretary Paul 
Woodcock, 2 Levy Road, Glen Eden, 
Auckland 0602. 
Email: paul.woodcock@opus.co.nz  
 
 

 
All Society Sales cheques to be made out 

to the “NZVRS” and crossed "Not 

Transferable" please. Direct banking 

options are available to the NZVRS ASB 

bank account – see bottom of page 2. 


